JASA SLEEVER
JASA Sleever for apples, kiwis and tomatoes
100% cardboard* and 100% suitable for recycling

JASA Sleever packs apples, kiwis and tomatoes
without plastic film

100% CARDBOARD TRAY PACKAGES
TO PACK APPLES, KIWIS AND TOMATOES
PLASTIC FREE
It’s hard to ignore: consumers continue to buy fewer products

The cardboard sleeve replaces the film material currently used

packed in plastic. They are searching for recyclable options.

to pack for instance apples and tomatoes. The sleeves are

That’s why JASA created a revolutionary way to package apples

made of cardboard and are in most cases compatible with your

without plastic!

current trays. Of course, you can also use the Sleever to pack
other fruits, vegetables and potato products, such as kiwi’s,

JASA continues to innovate. We listen to the wishes and

avocado’s, tomatoes, pears etc. Making this thé solution to

demands of our customers and keep a close eye on

create sustainable trays.

developments in the market. That’s why we’ve developed
a revolutionary new technology to pack apples, kiwis and
tomatoes in trays. And the best thing? It’s 100% cardboard,
without plastic and therefore 100% suitable for recycling.

TRAYS AND SLEEVES FOR APPLES,
KIWIS & TOMATOES

INCREDIBLY FAST
The sleeve can be designed in such a way that fruit sorted to

The JASA sleever personalizes a tray by applying a pre-folded

size stays in place. The JASA Sleever is available with one or

and pre-glued sleeve around the tray. Rectangular, and square

two belts with an optional bypass or reject station and a label

trays are placed in cardboard sleeves that are closed 2-sided.

applicator. The Sleever can process up to 50 trays per minute

The innovative design keeps the apples, kiwis and tomatoes

with the single belt model or 100 trays per minute for the two

visible in the package while they can’t be taken out of the

belt model. The gross capacity is subject to change depending

package without ripping the sleeve. The sleeve is secured to

on your execution, the configurations of your packing line, the

the tray with a label attached to the bottom of the tray. This

thickness of the trays and sleeves used and the infeed speed

label can be used to hold product information as well as the

of your product. The capacity for apples is around 30-40 and

barcode. And last but not least: the design of the sleeve comes

60-80 trays per minute for respectively the PGS-1000 and the

with a handle, so the package is easy to carry.

PGS-2000. The production capacity will only be guaranteed
when JASA has the opportunity to run tests with the trays,

The compact design, at a square meter, and the various

sleeves and produce.

modular input and output systems ensure easy integration into
existing production lines.

COMPLETE PACKAGING LINES
SHORT ROI

Besides modular in- and outfeed-units, JASA also supplies
the related equipment to build a fully automated sleever

As the changeover times of the JASA Sleevers are very

line. Both in-house designed machinery and machines from

short, the user can process much more trays at the end

our partners can be integrated into the packaging line. This

of the day compared to the regular production process.

makes it possible to keep using your existing trays in most

Most sleevers require at least a half hour changeover

cases.

time, whereas JASA reduced this time to less than 5
minutes. By using the JASA sleever the flexibility of
manual sleeving, often costing 1,5 to
3 FTE per line, remains, but the output of automatic
sleeving is much higher. This results in a very short
payback time.

JASA Packaging Solutions stands for innovation, quality and flexibility in
packaging technology. We specialize in developing and manufacturing vertical packaging
machines, sleevers and complete weighing and packaging lines. Producers and
packers of all kinds of food products around the globe trust our expertise,
for more than thirty years, 24/7.
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